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Figure 1. Scatterplot of the 1968-1992 Jicamarca quiet time vertical drifts for low, medium, 
and high solar flux conditions. 
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Figure 2. Scatterplot of the 1977-1979 AE-E quiet time vertical drifts for low and high solar 
flux conditions. 
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Fig. 2. Variation of NmF2 at Slough for every day during four 2-month periods in 1973=1974.

deviation !(F10:7) increases with increasing F10:7, being for
example !(F10:7)= 17 !ux units for the ‘medium activity’
group of years. In the case of Ap, the percentage day-to-day
variability is very much greater. The standard deviation is
no less than 75% for the ‘low activity’ years, correspond-
ing to !(Ap)= 9 (as shown in the ‘Mean Ap’ column of
Table 2). For all other groups the standard deviations are
80–90% of the mean values which, for a mean Ap of 15,
implies a standard deviation !(Ap)= 13.
These standard deviations themselves !uctuate from

month to month, typically by 20% or so for both F10:7 and
Ap, but these !uctuations are not systematic with time of

year. This is certainly to be expected in the case of the solar
parameter F10:7, but it applies to Ap as well. The !uctua-
tions probably arise because individual extreme events are
not fully averaged out over the 34-year datasets.

4. Ionospheric day-to-day variability versus season

4.1. Variability at Slough

We start by studying variability of NmF2 at Slough, a
typical midlatitude station with a large summer=winter dif-
ference. Fig. 2 shows the local time variation of NmF2 in

Slough NmF2!
(48˚MLAT, -1˚GLON)

(Rishbeth and Mendillo, 2001)(Rishbeth and Mendillo, 2001)"(Scherliess and Fejer, 1999) "
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to the magnetic equator (12°S) (as expected for a response to
the eastward electric field), the afternoon suppression in TEC
is more pronounced in the Southern Hemisphere.
[14] To examine average TEC behavior as function of

local time, we choose wide latitude bands computed within
±30° from 10°S. The average TEC in such a wide band is
9.7 TECu at 10 LT and 14.8 TECu at 15 LT, when the daytime
peak is reached. Figure 4 shows changes from this average
TEC during 20–30 January 2009. Prior to SSW, the largest
variations in average TEC are observed mostly at 18–19 LT,
likely driven by the daily variation in the strength of the pre‐
reversal enhancement. The discernable wavelike variation
appears in the daytime TEC on 22 January 2009. As strato-
spheric warming develops, the variation in the TEC increases
in magnitude, maximizing in the period between 25 January
and 30 January 2009, and progressively moves to later local
times. Maximum changes in average TEC reach 8 TECu and
are observed between 9 and 18 LT. Depending on the local

time of the peak change, the maximum relative variation in
average TEC compared to the 10 day mean varies between
38% and 83%.
[15] The daytime character of the observed variation

suggests that it is related to changes in the strength of the
E‐region dynamo, and the timing of the minima and maxima
suggests increased amplitude of the semidiurnal tide as a
major component modulating the E‐region dynamo. Though
the increase in the diurnal tide can also contribute to this
variation, the absence of nighttime change is thought to be
related primarily to the rapid decrease of E‐region electron
density after sunset (i.e., the E region gets disconnected from
the F region). To investigate this in more detail, we fit the
daytime (8–20 LT) TEC differences with a mean and a
semidiurnal component. Figure 5 shows the resulting ampli-
tude (top panel) and phase (middle panel), with filled circles

Figure 3. TEC variation at 75°W in local time and latitude
during the January 2009 SSW. (top) The 10 day mean TEC
prior to SSW. (lower) Differences in TEC from the mean
state during the SSW.

Figure 4. Local time variation of TEC change averaged
over wide latitude range for 11 consecutive days in January
2009. The SSW peaked on 23–24 January 2009. The TEC
data at 75°W averaged from 40°S to 20°N.
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ionosphere [Forbes and Leveroni, 1992; Hagan et al., 2001;
Abdu et al., 2006; Fuller‐Rowell et al., 2008].
[4] A series of recent reports concerning ionospheric per-

turbations associated with lower atmospheric forcing have
focused on sudden stratospheric warmings (SSW). These
SSW events represent the most spectacular meteorological
fluctuation in the polar stratosphere. During these events,
stratospheric temperatures abruptly increase by tens of
degrees, the normal winter polar vortex changes its position
and shape, and zonal winds become weaker or even change
direction [O’Neill, 2003]. Although not anticipated, observa-
tions have indicated that the ionospheric response to such
events shows a global behavior. At middle latitudes, SSW is
associated with warming in the lower thermosphere and
cooling in the upper thermosphere, with both features

exhibiting semidiurnal behavior [Goncharenko and Zhang,
2008]. At the magnetic equator, strong semidiurnal varia-
tion during the SSW event was observed in the vertical ion
drifts [Chau et al., 2009]. This vertical motion leads to the
large‐scale redistribution of electron density in the daytime
ionosphere, as demonstrated by Goncharenko et al. [2010]
using total electron content (TEC) data measured by a
global network of GPS receivers. An important aspect of
this variation in TEC is its large magnitude, reaching 50%–
150% compared to the pre‐SSW behavior.
[5] In this paper, we analyze GPS TEC data for several

recent stratospheric warming events, all of which occurred
during time periods of low solar activity in the winters of
2007–2008 and 2008–2009. The key questions to be
answered are the following: (1) whether the ionospheric
variations reported byChau et al. [2009] andGoncharenko et
al. [2010] are repeatable for other stratospheric warming
events; (2) what the characteristic signatures of ionospheric
response to SSW in the low latitudes are; (3) what the tem-
poral evolution of response to SSW in the low‐latitude ion-
osphere is.

2. Data and Methods

[6] We use observations of global total electron content
(TEC) obtained from the network of worldwide GPS receivers
[Mannucci et al., 1998; Coster et al., 2003] that were calcu-
lated using theMITAutomated Processing ofGPS (MAPGPS)
software [Rideout and Coster, 2006]. The TEC estimates are
produced in 1° × 1° bins of latitude/longitude with 5 min
temporal resolution and distributed over those locations where
data are available. The advantage to this process is that it
is strictly data driven, with no underlying assumptions or
models that smooth out real gradients in the TEC. The errors
in the MAPGPS code are tracked throughout the processing,
and random and correlated errors are handled separately. This
allows optimal estimation of binned measurements using
weighted averages and allows error values to be calculated
independently for each binned measurement.
[7] This study includes GPS TEC data provided by the

Low‐latitude Ionospheric Sensor Network (LISN). LISN is
a distributed observatory designed to monitor the state of the
low‐latitude ionosphere and to provide regional coverage in
South America centered along the 70°W longitude. Recently
installed LISN GPS receivers produce unprecedented spatial
coverage in South America, allowing us to investigate the
development of the equatorial ionization anomaly (EIA) in
detail.
[8] The GPS TEC data used in this study are publicly

available through the Madrigal database of the MIT
Haystack Observatory (http://madrigal.haystack.mit.edu/
madrigal). The units of GPS TEC data are TECu, where
1 TECu = 1016 electrons/m2.

3. Case of Winter 2008–2009

3.1. Summary of Stratospheric and Geophysical
Conditions
[9] The winter of 2008–2009 presents an ideal scenario

for studies of ionospheric effects driven by lower atmospheric
processes, as it combines record strong and prolonged
stratospheric sudden warming [Manney et al., 2009; Labitzke

Figure 1. Summary of stratospheric and geomagnetic con-
ditions for the winter of 2008–2009. (top to bottom) Strato-
spheric temperature at 90°N and 10 hPa (∼32 km), zonal
mean stratospheric temperature at 60°N–90°N, zonal mean
zonal wind at 60°N, planetary wave 1 activity at 60°N and
10 hPa, planetary wave 2 activity at 60°N and 10 hPa,
F10.7 index, and Kp index. Lines indicate 30 year means of
stratospheric parameters, and solid circles indicate data for
the winter of 2008–2009.
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Table 1
Possible causes of ionospheric F-layer variability

1. Solar ionizing radiation 3. Neutral atmosphere

Solar !ares Solar and lunar tides: generated within thermosphere
Solar rotation (27 day) variations or coupled through mesosphere
Formation and decay of active regions Acoustic and gravity waves
Seasonal variation of Sun’s declination Planetary waves and 2-day oscillations
Annual variation of Sun–Earth distance Quasi-biennial oscillation
Solar cycle variations (11 and 22 years) Lower atmosphere weather coupled through mesopause
Longer period solar epochs Surface phenomena: earthquakes, volcanoes

2. Solar wind, geomagnetic activity 4. Electrodynamics

Day-to-day ‘low level’ variability Dynamo ’fountain e"ect’ at low latitudes
Substorms Penetration of magnetospheric electric #elds
Magnetic storms Plasma convection at high latitudes
IMF=solar wind sector structure Field-aligned plasma !ows to and from plasmasphere and
Energetic particle precipitation protonosphere
and Joule heating Electric #elds from lightening and sprites

Table 2
Ap for groups of years grouped by annual mean F10:7, with amplitudes and phases of Fourier components. Phases are given as month of
maximum

Group Years in group F10:7 range Mean Ap Annual Ap Semiann. Ap
(no. of years) (mean) (st. dev.) Amp (ph) Amp (ph)

Low (6) 1964=5=75=6=85=6 72–76 (74) 12 (9) 1.8 (2) 1.8 (3)
Low=medium (5) 1961=2=6=73=84 90–104 (98) 14 (12) 0.2 (—) 2.6 (3)
Medium (8) 1960=7–70=8=83=8 120–162 (146) 15 (13) 1.1 (4) 2.3 (4)
High (8) 1957–9=79–81=9–90 190–232 (208) 18 (15) 1.9 (6) 2.9 (3)
Rising (5) 1966=7=77=78=88 87–144 (124) 12 (11) 0.7 (5) 1.4 (4)
Falling (7) 1960–2=72=82–4 90–174 (124) 17 (14) 0.6 (10) 2.3 (4)

All (34) 1957–1990 72–232 15 (12) 0.8 (5) 2.2 (3)

geomagnetic storms, presents an intractable problem of
scienti#c and practical importance. Despite its elusiveness,
the variability should be explainable in terms of the same
physical, chemical, and dynamical processes that control
the quiet day latitudinal, seasonal and solar cycle variations
and the storm behaviour.
In Table 1 we list a range of possible causes, broadly

divided into four categories, and touch on many of them
in this paper. These causes may act on the neutral air via
pressure and temperature variations, or on the electrons and
ions via electrodynamic processes, such as dynamo electric
#elds, or chemical changes. The e"ects of the protonosphere
and plasmasphere are di$cult to distinguish from those of
geomagnetic activity, at least in our analysis, so we do not
discuss them separately.
In this paper we #rst describe our sources of solar-

geomagnetic and ionospheric data (Section 2), and then
examine the variability of the solar index F10:7 and the
geomagnetic index Ap (Section 3) before proceeding to

analyse the day-to-day variability of NmF2 at all seasons
(Section 4). These topics need to be understood within the
wider subject of ‘space weather’ (Section 5).

2. Ionosonde stations and solar-terrestrial data

This study is based on data from 34 years, 1957–1990.
We group these years by their annual mean values of solar
decimetric !ux density at 10:7 cm wavelength (F10:7), with
additional groups of rising and falling F10:7 to take account
of any di"erence in geomagnetic activity between the rising
and falling parts of solar cycles (Table 2). To represent
geomagnetic activity we use daily and monthly values of
Ap; the annual and semiannual Fourier components shown
in this table are discussed in Section 3.1.
For the ionospheric analysis, we take F2-layer critical

frequencies from the 1994 NGDC=WDC-A Ionospheric
Digital Database (CD-ROM), National Geophysical Data
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geomagnetic activity are not attributable to an extra big
storm day per month, as Fig. 1(a) might imply, but rather
to a more persistent cause, as indeed a geometrically driven
mechanism should have. With geomagnetic activity sus-
ceptible to disturbances over such prolonged periods, the
upper atmosphere should show signs of additional energy
sources. The results displayed in Figs. 6–8 indicate that
only the subauroral ionosphere shows evidence of a con-
sistent equinoctial in!uence of geomagnetic activity. This
is perhaps not surprising in that ionospheric storms are
often most variable at subauroral sites, with positive phases
(e.g., ‘dusk e"ects’) on the #rst day of a storm, followed
by a negative phase of several days duration. The blend
of thermal and electrodynamic forcing during any period
of geomagnetic agitation would thus produce some level
of F2-layer variability, primarily at upper midlatitudes.

5.2. Geomagnetic component of variability

In considering the ‘geomag’ term in Eq. (5), we have to
distinguish between the sensitivity of NmF2 to low level
!uctuations of activity and its response to well-de#ned mag-
netic ‘storms’. Concentrating for the moment on the former,
we de#ne a ‘sensitivity’ S(geomag) of NmF2 (% per unit
of Ap) as
!(geomag)= S(geomag)"(Ap): (6)

The results of Section 4.2 show that, to evaluate S(geomag)
at all accurately, we would have to consider place-to-place
di"erences, particularly with latitude, and to use local mag-
netic indices (such as K-#gures) instead of the global index
Ap. All we can do here is to estimate S(geomag) by using
rough arguments based on our average results.
If we attribute the equinox=solstice di"erences of

!(NmF2) to the corresponding di"erences of geomagnetic
activity, we can compare the semiannual amplitudes !SA
(Table 5) with the semiannual component of Ap, namely
2.2 units (Table 2). Averaging over all stations, we obtain
an estimate of S(geomag)= 1:5% per Ap unit.
Additionally, using the results for Slough (Section 4.4

and Table 6), we can compare the active spring equinoxes
in 1973 and 1979 with the adjacent quieter solstices. Again,
results for individual equinoxes and solstices show a large
scatter, but if we average the values of !(NmF2) for all four
equinoxes and subtract the corresponding average for all four
solstices, and do the same for Ap, we estimate S(geomag)
as 1% by day and 2% at night per Ap unit.
This is at least consistent with the F2-layer e"ects

of discrete magnetic storms. A great magnetic storm
(Ap=100; Kp∼6) usually causes a very severe decrease
of NmF2 at midlatitudes (say 70%), which again implies
a change of NmF2 by −1% per Ap unit. Combining our
order-of-magnitude estimate of S(geomag)∼1%=Ap unit
with the average variability "(Ap)∼13 (Section 3.3), we
deduce that

!(geomag)= S(geomag)× "(Ap) ∼ 13%: (7)

5.3. Relative contributions to F2-layer variability

Using Section 5.2 we can estimate the ‘meteorological’
contribution to the total daytime variability of 20% from
Eq. (5), discarding the solar contribution !2(solar) as being
too small to matter, so that

!2(met) = !2(total)− !2(geomag)

= 202 − 132 ≈ 152 (day): (8)

Hence we ascribe 15% variability to ‘meteorological’
sources (plus the sum of the uncertainties in the other two
sources; we must consider di"erences of one or two per
cent as negligible). The corresponding calculation for night
is probably too uncertain to be attempted. Recalling that
Mendillo and Schatten (1983) also found that the variabil-
ity on magnetic QQ days is in the range 13–18% for a
3-year dataset of daytime TEC values, 15% seems to be a
reasonable characterization of ‘solar-plus-meteorological’
e"ects. If the solar component is only about 3%, essentially
all this 15% variability must be attributed to ‘meteorology’.
In summary, we suggest the ‘meteorological’ sources

of F-layer variability are comparable to the ‘geomagnetic’
source and much larger than the ‘solar’ component. Forbes
et al. (2000) also argue that the ‘meteorological’ and
‘geomagnetic’ sources are comparable (each 15–20%
of NmF2), with the ‘solar’ source a minor contributor.
Fuller-Rowell et al. (2000) quote a conclusion from a
CEDAR workshop that all three sources contribute roughly
equally, though their simulations tend to show a stronger
e"ect from the ‘geomagnetic’ source. It seems that the
‘solar’ source is much more important for month-to-month
and year-to-year variability of NmF2 than for day-to-day
variability.
As for the nighttime F2-layer variability of 33%, we doubt

whether the day-to-day solar variability can have any appre-
ciable e"ect on a night-to-night basis. We surmise that night-
time variability is greater, partly because the absence of the
strong daytime photochemical control renders the F2-layer
more sensitive to ‘geomagnetic’ and ‘meteorological’ ef-
fects, but also because the ‘geomagnetic’ e"ect becomes
stronger at night, when the auroral ovals become more ac-
tive and move to lower latitudes.

5.4. Time constants

In this work we have, in e"ect, assumed that the ge-
omagnetic variations occur with no time delay. In real-
ity, we may expect a lag of at least some hours. Wrenn
(1987) developed an ‘accumulated time-lagged’ magnetic
index Ap(#), to represent a time-delay in the ionospheric re-
sponse, and found a best match to the ionospheric data with
a time-lag of #=10 h. Forbes et al. (2000) showed that the
‘high frequency variability’ (periods of hours to 2 days) and
‘low frequency variability’ (periods of days to weeks) re-
spond to changes of Kp with time lags of order 6 and 12 h,

(Rishbeth and Mendillo, 2001)
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Medium (8) 1960=7–70=8=83=8 120–162 (146) 15 (13) 1.1 (4) 2.3 (4)
High (8) 1957–9=79–81=9–90 190–232 (208) 18 (15) 1.9 (6) 2.9 (3)
Rising (5) 1966=7=77=78=88 87–144 (124) 12 (11) 0.7 (5) 1.4 (4)
Falling (7) 1960–2=72=82–4 90–174 (124) 17 (14) 0.6 (10) 2.3 (4)

All (34) 1957–1990 72–232 15 (12) 0.8 (5) 2.2 (3)

geomagnetic storms, presents an intractable problem of
scienti#c and practical importance. Despite its elusiveness,
the variability should be explainable in terms of the same
physical, chemical, and dynamical processes that control
the quiet day latitudinal, seasonal and solar cycle variations
and the storm behaviour.
In Table 1 we list a range of possible causes, broadly

divided into four categories, and touch on many of them
in this paper. These causes may act on the neutral air via
pressure and temperature variations, or on the electrons and
ions via electrodynamic processes, such as dynamo electric
#elds, or chemical changes. The e"ects of the protonosphere
and plasmasphere are di$cult to distinguish from those of
geomagnetic activity, at least in our analysis, so we do not
discuss them separately.
In this paper we #rst describe our sources of solar-

geomagnetic and ionospheric data (Section 2), and then
examine the variability of the solar index F10:7 and the
geomagnetic index Ap (Section 3) before proceeding to

analyse the day-to-day variability of NmF2 at all seasons
(Section 4). These topics need to be understood within the
wider subject of ‘space weather’ (Section 5).

2. Ionosonde stations and solar-terrestrial data

This study is based on data from 34 years, 1957–1990.
We group these years by their annual mean values of solar
decimetric !ux density at 10:7 cm wavelength (F10:7), with
additional groups of rising and falling F10:7 to take account
of any di"erence in geomagnetic activity between the rising
and falling parts of solar cycles (Table 2). To represent
geomagnetic activity we use daily and monthly values of
Ap; the annual and semiannual Fourier components shown
in this table are discussed in Section 3.1.
For the ionospheric analysis, we take F2-layer critical

frequencies from the 1994 NGDC=WDC-A Ionospheric
Digital Database (CD-ROM), National Geophysical Data
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geomagnetic activity are not attributable to an extra big
storm day per month, as Fig. 1(a) might imply, but rather
to a more persistent cause, as indeed a geometrically driven
mechanism should have. With geomagnetic activity sus-
ceptible to disturbances over such prolonged periods, the
upper atmosphere should show signs of additional energy
sources. The results displayed in Figs. 6–8 indicate that
only the subauroral ionosphere shows evidence of a con-
sistent equinoctial in!uence of geomagnetic activity. This
is perhaps not surprising in that ionospheric storms are
often most variable at subauroral sites, with positive phases
(e.g., ‘dusk e"ects’) on the #rst day of a storm, followed
by a negative phase of several days duration. The blend
of thermal and electrodynamic forcing during any period
of geomagnetic agitation would thus produce some level
of F2-layer variability, primarily at upper midlatitudes.

5.2. Geomagnetic component of variability

In considering the ‘geomag’ term in Eq. (5), we have to
distinguish between the sensitivity of NmF2 to low level
!uctuations of activity and its response to well-de#ned mag-
netic ‘storms’. Concentrating for the moment on the former,
we de#ne a ‘sensitivity’ S(geomag) of NmF2 (% per unit
of Ap) as
!(geomag)= S(geomag)"(Ap): (6)

The results of Section 4.2 show that, to evaluate S(geomag)
at all accurately, we would have to consider place-to-place
di"erences, particularly with latitude, and to use local mag-
netic indices (such as K-#gures) instead of the global index
Ap. All we can do here is to estimate S(geomag) by using
rough arguments based on our average results.
If we attribute the equinox=solstice di"erences of

!(NmF2) to the corresponding di"erences of geomagnetic
activity, we can compare the semiannual amplitudes !SA
(Table 5) with the semiannual component of Ap, namely
2.2 units (Table 2). Averaging over all stations, we obtain
an estimate of S(geomag)= 1:5% per Ap unit.
Additionally, using the results for Slough (Section 4.4

and Table 6), we can compare the active spring equinoxes
in 1973 and 1979 with the adjacent quieter solstices. Again,
results for individual equinoxes and solstices show a large
scatter, but if we average the values of !(NmF2) for all four
equinoxes and subtract the corresponding average for all four
solstices, and do the same for Ap, we estimate S(geomag)
as 1% by day and 2% at night per Ap unit.
This is at least consistent with the F2-layer e"ects

of discrete magnetic storms. A great magnetic storm
(Ap=100; Kp∼6) usually causes a very severe decrease
of NmF2 at midlatitudes (say 70%), which again implies
a change of NmF2 by −1% per Ap unit. Combining our
order-of-magnitude estimate of S(geomag)∼1%=Ap unit
with the average variability "(Ap)∼13 (Section 3.3), we
deduce that

!(geomag)= S(geomag)× "(Ap) ∼ 13%: (7)

5.3. Relative contributions to F2-layer variability

Using Section 5.2 we can estimate the ‘meteorological’
contribution to the total daytime variability of 20% from
Eq. (5), discarding the solar contribution !2(solar) as being
too small to matter, so that

!2(met) = !2(total)− !2(geomag)

= 202 − 132 ≈ 152 (day): (8)

Hence we ascribe 15% variability to ‘meteorological’
sources (plus the sum of the uncertainties in the other two
sources; we must consider di"erences of one or two per
cent as negligible). The corresponding calculation for night
is probably too uncertain to be attempted. Recalling that
Mendillo and Schatten (1983) also found that the variabil-
ity on magnetic QQ days is in the range 13–18% for a
3-year dataset of daytime TEC values, 15% seems to be a
reasonable characterization of ‘solar-plus-meteorological’
e"ects. If the solar component is only about 3%, essentially
all this 15% variability must be attributed to ‘meteorology’.
In summary, we suggest the ‘meteorological’ sources

of F-layer variability are comparable to the ‘geomagnetic’
source and much larger than the ‘solar’ component. Forbes
et al. (2000) also argue that the ‘meteorological’ and
‘geomagnetic’ sources are comparable (each 15–20%
of NmF2), with the ‘solar’ source a minor contributor.
Fuller-Rowell et al. (2000) quote a conclusion from a
CEDAR workshop that all three sources contribute roughly
equally, though their simulations tend to show a stronger
e"ect from the ‘geomagnetic’ source. It seems that the
‘solar’ source is much more important for month-to-month
and year-to-year variability of NmF2 than for day-to-day
variability.
As for the nighttime F2-layer variability of 33%, we doubt

whether the day-to-day solar variability can have any appre-
ciable e"ect on a night-to-night basis. We surmise that night-
time variability is greater, partly because the absence of the
strong daytime photochemical control renders the F2-layer
more sensitive to ‘geomagnetic’ and ‘meteorological’ ef-
fects, but also because the ‘geomagnetic’ e"ect becomes
stronger at night, when the auroral ovals become more ac-
tive and move to lower latitudes.

5.4. Time constants

In this work we have, in e"ect, assumed that the ge-
omagnetic variations occur with no time delay. In real-
ity, we may expect a lag of at least some hours. Wrenn
(1987) developed an ‘accumulated time-lagged’ magnetic
index Ap(#), to represent a time-delay in the ionospheric re-
sponse, and found a best match to the ionospheric data with
a time-lag of #=10 h. Forbes et al. (2000) showed that the
‘high frequency variability’ (periods of hours to 2 days) and
‘low frequency variability’ (periods of days to weeks) re-
spond to changes of Kp with time lags of order 6 and 12 h,

(Rishbeth and Mendillo, 2001)
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When viewed from a fixed local time perspective, the 
ionosphere exhibits a distinct longitudinal structure"
COSMIC observations clearly show the signature of the 
DE3 in F-region ionosphere electron densities

(Lin et al., 2007)
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COSMIC observations clearly show the signature of the 
DE3 in F-region ionosphere electron densities

(Lin et al., 2007)
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Figure 14. (a–d) The latitude versus longitude distribution of (left) diurnal and (right) semidiurnal
amplitude of ISCCP radiative heating (Figures 14a and 14b) and of TRMM latent heating (Figures 14c
and 14d) at 6.75 km in September. (e–j) The interference of tidal components from E6 to W6 of
(left) diurnal and (right) semidiurnal at 95 km in September. Figures 14e and 14f are by GSWM‐09
response, Figures 14g and 14h are by GSWM/TRMM response, and Figures 14i and 14j are by
SABER observation.
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The ionosphere longitude variability is attributed to upward propagating tides 
of tropospheric origin, which are generated by tropospheric convection "

vertical propagation"
&"

amplitude growth"

modulation of E-region"
dynamo and equatorial 

electric fields"

(Zhang et al., 2010)"



Global sampling at all local times permits investigations of the longitudinal variability 
of the ionosphere in terms of its temporal evolution and altitude structure"

electric field and results in a stronger equatorial plasma
fountain and EIA.
[4] Although the airglow FUV observations of the

IMAGE and the TIMED satellites showed the longitudinal
structure of four enhanced EIA zones, the vertical electron
density distribution of the longitudinal structure was not
observed. Lin et al. [2007] used the global three-dimensional
electron density map constructed by the radio occultation
observation on board the six-microsatellite constellation.
They showed that the four-peaked feature mainly exists
above 250–300 km altitude, around F region height, sup-
porting the hypothesis made by Sagawa et al. [2005] and
Immel et al. [2006]. This result suggests that the atmospheric
tide influences the F region plasma through altering the
E region dynamo instead of propagating upward and modu-
lating the F layer directly.
[5] Although the above observations have provided evi-

dences to support the hypothesis that the E region dynamo
modulated by atmospheric tides, however, these obser-
vations were all limited to the nighttime period when the
E region has almost disappeared. Therefore to further prove
the hypothesis, it is very important to demonstrate that the
longitudinal four-peaked structure also exists during day-
time when the E region is present with its strong interaction
with the F region. It is the purpose of this paper to study the
local time variations of the longitudinal structure based on

radio occultation observations of the Formosa Satellite 3
(FORMOSAT-3).

2. FORMOSAT-3/COSMIC Observations

[6] The Formosa Satellite 3, also named as the Constel-
lation Observing System for Meteorology, Ionosphere, and
Climate (abbreviated as FORMOSAT-3/COSMIC or F3/C
in short), is a constellation of six microsatellites, designed to
monitor weather and space weather with its major payload,
radio occultation experiment (GOX) instruments
performing the radio occultation observations in both the
troposphere and the ionosphere. Each microsatellite also has
a triband beacon (TBB) transmitter to perform ionospheric
tomography and a tiny ionosphere photometer (TIP) to
observe the nighttime ionospheric airglow emission. In this
paper, we mainly use the vertical electron density observa-
tions from the GOX payload. The constellation was
launched into an initial circular low-Earth orbit at an altitude
of 512 km and 72! inclination angle [Cheng et al., 2006]
from the Vandenberg Air Force Base, California, at 0141
UTC on 15 April 2006. The six microsatellites were close to
each other at the initial orbit. It will take about 16 months
for the constellation to reach the mission orbit at around
800 km altitude, 72! inclination angle, and 30! separation
in longitude between each microsatellite. Up to the last day

Figure 1. Temporal variations of the four-peaked longitudinal structure of integrated total electron
content between 400 and 450 km in 2-h segments. It is noted that the color contour levels are varying in
different subplots in order to clearly show the four-peaked structure. 1TECu = 1012 electrons/cm2.
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actually increase the ionospheric layer height there during
the evening hours [Maruyama, 1996]. The recombination
and neutral wind effects make the longitudinal variation of
the peak altitude more complex during the evening hours,
especially when the prereversal enhancement effect is
weaker during solar minimum condition. Therefore, it is
more difficult to infer the four-peaked longitudinal variation
of the E ! B drift from the signature of the peak altitude
variations during evening hours.

4. Discussion

[10] The EIA is known to be produced by the equatorial
plasma fountain, which lifts the plasma from the magnetic
equator to higher altitudes, and then it diffuses down along
magnetic field lines to higher latitudes, creating two ioni-
zation crests on both sides of the magnetic equator [Namba
and Maeda, 1939; Appleton, 1946; Duncan, 1960; Hanson
and Moffett, 1966; Anderson, 1973; Balan and Bailey,
1995; Rishbeth, 2000]. The two basic processes that affect

the EIA formation significantly are the strength of the
equatorial plasma fountain and thermospheric neutral winds
[Balan and Bailey, 1995; Balan et al., 1997; Rishbeth,
2000; Abdu, 2001; Lin et al., 2005]. It is straightforward
to conclude that a stronger plasma fountain lifts more
plasma from lower to higher altitudes and results in stronger
and poleward extended EIA crests. However, there are other
factors that need to be considered. One is the faster
downward diffusion at field lines with higher magnetic
inclination. When a stronger plasma fountain transports
more plasma upward and poleward to magnetic field lines
with higher magnetic inclination, the plasma diffuses down
to lower altitude faster than those at field lines with smaller
magnetic inclination. This effect reduces the EIA plasma
enhancement produced by a stronger plasma fountain effect
and thus needs to be taken into consideration before
concluding that a stronger plasma fountain effect can
produce an enhanced and poleward extended EIA. On the
other hand, stronger equatorward neutral winds help to
sustain the plasma in higher altitude, resulting in an en-
hanced EIA strength. It is noted that the equatorward neutral
winds may result in equatorward movement of EIA crests.
These two effects are considered theoretically by Lin et al.
[2005], and they concluded that a stronger plasma fountain
effect is indeed the major driver for producing a stronger
and poleward extended EIA. If both the stronger plasma
fountain effect and equatorward winds are present, the EIA
strength would be enhanced more significantly, since the
equatorward winds play a role in increasing the plasma
accumulation at the poleward extended EIA crests. On the
basis of Lin et al. [2005], one can generally state that
stronger and poleward extended EIA crests are mainly
resulted from a stronger plasma fountain. The hypothesis
put forward by previous authors [e.g., Sagawa et al., 2005;
Immel et al., 2006; England et al., 2006a, 2006b; Lin et al.,
2007] suggests that the stronger EIA zones are produced by
a stronger plasma fountain effect in those four regions. To
examine the hypothesis, Figure 5 shows two electron
density cross-section plots, i.e., latitude versus altitude plots
of the electron density, at meridians of stronger ("80!E) and
weaker ("120!E) EIA regions at 1400–1600 LT when the
four-peaked structure is significantly seen. Stronger and
poleward extended EIA crests are seen in the South America
region ("80!E) while equatorward contracted EIA crests are
seen in the neighboring longitude region ("120!E) with
weaker EIA. The comparison again supports the hypothesis
of previous studies that the E3 nonmigrating tide modulated
plasma fountain effect is the main cause of the four-peaked
EIA structure.
[11] Since the strength of the EIA is positively correlated

to the strength of the plasma fountain effect driven by
equatorial upward E ! B drift, we further compare diurnal
variation of the intensity of the four-peaked structure with
the empirical equatorial F region vertical drift model of
Scherliess and Fejer [1999], which is built based on
climatological E ! B drift observations in the equatorial
region by both incoherent scattering radar (ISR) and satel-
lite. From the Scherliess and Fejer [1999] model, during
equinoctial seasons under low solar flux condition, the
daytime E ! B drift turns from downward to upward at
around 0600–0800 LT, reaches its maximum at around
1000–1100 LT, and decreases to its smallest at around

Figure 5. Cross-section plots of the equatorial ionization
anomaly in longitude regions of stronger EIA ("80!E) and
of weaker EIA ("120!E) at 1400–1600 LT.
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GPS RO sampling permits decomposition into tidal modes, which can be 
used to connect ionosphere variability with vertically propagating waves"

(Pancheva and Mukhtarov, 2014)"

184 D. Pancheva, P. Mukhtarov

Fig. 2 (a) Latitude-time cross sections of the DE3 (left column of plots) and DE2 (right column of plots)
tidal amplitudes seen in the SABER temperatures (upper row of plots, in Kelvin) and in the ionospheric hmF2
(bottom row of plots, in km) for the period of time October 2007–March 2009; (b) The same as (a) but instead
of geographic a modip latitude is used

the latitude (±50°) structures of the SABER temperature DE3 (left plot) and DE2 (right
plot) tides at 110 km altitude, while the bottom row of plots shows the latitude (±70°) struc-
tures of their ionospheric responses seen in hmF2. We note that both SABER and COSMIC
results are in geographic latitudes. The similarity between the forcing from below (SABER
tides, upper row of plots) and its ionospheric response (bottom row of plots) is remarkable.
This strongly supports the causal link between the two phenomena. While the hmF2 DE3
response prevails between June and October with maximum amplitude of ∼7 km that of
DE2 response is pronounced mainly in winter (a secondary summer amplification as well)
with amplitude of ∼6.5 km. The climatology of the SABER DE3 and DE2 tides (Pancheva
et al. 2010b) indicated that while the DE3 is the predominant diurnal tide in the summer
E-region (∼115 km height), the DE2 tide prevails during the winter. This defines their sig-
nificant modulating effect on the vertical plasma drift/hmF2 variability. The above result,
reported by Pancheva and Mukhtarov (2010), is the first experimental evidence of the tidal
coupling between lower atmosphere and ionosphere. It was possible because of using mod-
ern satellite-born (SABER and COSMIC) data effectively analyzed by one and the same
method.

186 D. Pancheva, P. Mukhtarov

Fig. 4 Latitude structure (±70°) of the amplitudes in MHz of the electron density DE3 (left column of plots)
and DE2 (right column of plots) responses at heights: 600 km (upper row of plots), 600 km (middle row of
plots) and 200 km (bottom row of plots); all scales for DE3 and for DE2 are the same

at 200 km height is more complex; besides amplification near ±30° modip latitude it shows
a response also close to the dip equator.

Figure 4 displays some difference between the COSMIC hmF2 (Fig. 2a) and electron
density DE3 responses: the electron density response in March, particularly up to 400 km
height, is much stronger than that of the hmF2 response. The reason is that while the hmF2
response is mainly dependent on the dynamics of the thermosphere, the tidal response of the
electron density depends on other factors as well. It is worth noting that, for example, the
ratio of [O] and [N2] that is controlled by the thermospheric circulation is the key param-
eter dominating the semiannual variation of the F-region anomaly at low latitudes with the
greatest foF2 at equinox (Rishbeth et al. 2000). When the background electron density is
higher then the DE3 electron density response also will be stronger.

Figure 5 shows the altitude structure of the amplitudes in MHz (upper row of plots) and
phases in degrees (bottom row of plots) of the electron density DE3 response at 30°N (left
column of plots) and DE2 response at 30°S (right column of plots), i.e. at these modip lat-
itudes where the response is maximum. The main feature of the altitude structure at both
responses is that there are upper level response (above ∼300 km height) and bottom level
response (below ∼250 km height). The two regions of enhanced response are separated
by a narrow altitude zone where the response is almost absent. The upper level response
at ±30° modip latitude has maximum near 400–450 km height while the bottom level
one near ∼200–250 km. In the NH the upper and bottom level DE3 responses are simi-
lar while in the SH the upper level DE2 response is stronger than the bottom level one.
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DE3 – produces wavenumber-4 longitude structure in ionosphere"
DE2 – produces wavenumber-3 longitude structure in ionosphere"



Evolution of ionosphere longitude variability in altitude can also be determined 
through comparison with near vertical observations from POD antennae"
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Sudden Stratosphere Warmings"Journal of Geophysical Research: Space Physics 10.1002/2014JA019849

Figure 1. (a) TIME-GCM zonal mean temperature averaged between 70 and 80◦N latitude. (b) TIME-GCM zonal mean
zonal wind at 60◦N latitude.

Vertical plasma drift anomalies from the empirical model of Scherliess and Fejer [1999] are presented in
section 4.2.

To complement the Jicamarca ISR observations, we use global ionosphere observations from the COSMIC
satellites. COSMIC is a six-satellite constellation that observes the neutral atmosphere and ionosphere using
the technique of Global Positioning System (GPS) radio occultation [Rocken et al., 2000; Anthes et al., 2008].
The Abel inversion is used to obtain electron density profiles from the GPS observations [Schreiner et al.,
1999]. For the present study, we use the retrieved maximum F region electron density (NmF2), which is
not significantly impacted by the assumption of spherical symmetry in the Abel inversion [Yue et al., 2010].
COSMIC observations have previously been used to study the 2009 SSW by, for example, Yue et al. [2010],
Jin et al. [2012], and Lin et al. [2012]. The COSMIC observations are binned using a 5 day running mean in
2.5◦ magnetic latitude and 1 h local time (LT) bins. Longitude variability is neglected in order to reduce the
temporal window of the running average.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Zonal Mean and Tidal Variability
Vertical profiles of the zonal mean temperature averaged between 70◦ and 80◦N latitude and zonal mean
zonal wind at 60◦N latitude are shown in Figure 1. The results in Figure 1 are from the TIME-GCM simulation
nudged by WACCM-X. The descent of the stratopause beginning around day 15, along with the forma-
tion of an elevated stratopause around day 35 can clearly be seen in Figure 1a. A mesospheric cooling
occurs between days 20 and 30, and this coincides with the SSW. The deceleration of the eastward strato-
spheric winds and reversal to westward winds around day 20–25 can be seen in Figure 1b. The reversal of
the eastward stratospheric winds to westward is accompanied by a reversal of the mesospheric winds from
westward to eastward. The results shown in Figure 1 are generally consistent with observations as well as
different whole atmosphere model simulations of the 2009 SSW [Smith et al., 2009; Pedatella et al., 2014]
and demonstrate that the approach employed in the present study is able to reproduce the zonal mean
dynamical variability during the 2009 SSW in the TIME-GCM.

The SW2 and M2 amplitudes and phases in zonal wind at 110 km are shown in Figure 2 for January and
February 2009. Note that the results in Figure 2 are based on determining the full spectrum of tides using a
running 14.75 day window. The fit window is roughly half of a lunar cycle and is necessary in order to sepa-
rate the SW2 and M2 tides. For the SW2 (Figures 2a and 2b), the TIME-GCM simulations reveal enhancements
at middle-high latitudes in both hemispheres during the SSW. The maximum amplitudes occur around
days 25–27 in the Southern Hemisphere, and 1 to 2 days later in the Northern Hemisphere. The SW2 attains
amplitudes of ∼50 m s−1 in the Northern Hemisphere, and ∼45 m s−1 in the Southern Hemisphere. These
enhancements represent an approximate doubling of the SW2 amplitude compared to conditions prior to
the SSW in early January. We note that the maximum SW2 amplitudes occur after the onset of major SSW
conditions (day 24), and this is consistent with other numerical simulations of the 2009 SSW [Pedatella et al.,
2014]. However, unlike other simulations, the TIME-GCM simulations only indicate a weak decrease in the
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Zonal Mean Temperature, 70-80° N" Zonal Mean Zonal Wind, 60° N"

(Pedatella et al., 2014)"

- Sudden Stratosphere Warming (SSW): warming of the high-latitude winter "
  stratosphere; associated with dramatic changes in temperatures and winds in "
  the middle atmosphere at high-latitudes"
"
- Recent studies have shown large (~100%) ionosphere variability during SSWs"



Spatial and temporal variability during SSWs can clearly be observed from COSMIC 
GPS RO observations. This is not possible with any other current observations."

(Lin et al., 2012)"

increases of TEC around northern and southern EIA regions
are around 64% and 26%, respectively, followed by 35%
and 35% decreases of the two regions.
[12] Figure 9 shows the corresponding time dependent

latitude-altitude slice of the electron density differences at
75!Wwhere the electron density increases are seen at higher
altitudes of the equatorial and EIA crest regions during 08–

12 LT. The electron density decreases at higher altitude
accompanied by increases at lower altitude are seen during
14–18 LT. After 18 LT, density increases are seen around
the magnetic equator and in the northern hemisphere. The
latitude-altitude slices of the electron density differences at
130!E and 75!W show that the ionospheric variability
coinciding with the SSW is similar at both longitudes, but

Figure 7. Differences of the vertical electron density structure at 130!E between DOY 009 and 032 (sub-
tracting densities of DOY 009 from DOY 032). The color bar indicates electron density differences (#/cm3).
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altitude would, therefore, be helpful to identify whether the
strength of equatorial plasma fountain has been enhanced or
weakened. Figure 11 indicates that, before 09 LT, the electron
density increases occur almost at all longitudes, except
between 120!W–150!W and the southern hemisphere
between 30!E–30!W. During 10–11 LT, symmetric electron
density increases at both northern and southern EIA regions
are seen around 30!E–60!E and 60!W–120!W. Increase of

the EIA electron density around 60!W–120!W lasts until
13 LT. During 14–18 LT, the global ionospheric electron
density in EIA and equatorial regions show prominent reduc-
tions. Some scattered increases are seen around Pacific-
America sector after 19 LT.
[14] In the proceeding sections, comparisons of the iono-

spheric electron densities prior to and during the SSW are
made on 9th January (DOY: 009) and 1 February (DOY:

Figure 9. Differences of the vertical electron density structure at 75!W between DOY 009 and 032 (sub-
tracting densities of DOY 009 from DOY 032). The color bar indicates electron density differences (#/cm3).
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032), respectively in this paper. Although this differencing
method captures SSW induced ionospheric variability, the
electron density differences may also contain effects from the
usual ionospheric seasonal variation during this time. To
identify this usual seasonal variability, we present the monthly
median change between January and February 2007, a time
period during which no major SSW occurred. Figure 12

shows the monthly median differences of the electron densi-
ties at 350 km altitude at various local times. Unlike the semi-
diurnal variation of the electron density increase/decrease
shown in Figure 11, Figure 12 is characterized by electron
density increase in the northern hemisphere and decrease in
the southern hemisphere globally during 10–21 LT from

Figure 10. Differences of the vertical electron density structure in 0!E between DOY 009 and 032 (subtract-
ing densities of DOY 009 from DOY 032). The color bar indicates electron density differences (#/cm3).
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COSMIC GPS RO observations are also useful for 
comparison model simulations of SSWs"

10 Local Time" 16 Local Time"

TIME-GCM with"
lunar tide"

TIME-GCM without"
lunar tide"

COSMIC Obs."
(zonal mean)"

(Pedatella et al., 2014)"
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Summary and Conclusions"

•  During geomagnetic quiet time periods the lower atmosphere is a significant 
source of ionosphere variability.  "

•  Lower atmosphere can introduce variability on the order of ~100%, and it is 
thus not an insignificant source of ionosphere variability."

•  Global and diurnal sampling of ionosphere GPS RO observations makes them 
well-suited for studying coupling between the lower and upper atmosphere"

•  Note that I have only presented an overview, and GPS RO can be used to 
study other aspects (e.g., gravity waves) of vertical coupling."

•  Increased observation density in the future will enable additional studies, 
particularly with regards to short-term ionosphere variability. "

•  Studies of atmosphere-ionosphere vertical coupling would benefit significantly 
from increasing the altitude of neutral atmosphere retrievals."


